
Sunday Forum, 10 a.m., January 2020 

Jan. 5—The Way of the Healthy Deviant: “Break the rules or break yourself” is the provocative 
philosophy behind a quest to reframe healthy choices as creative, heroic, empowering acts of social 
rebellion. Health improvement is not all about diet and exercise, says Pilar Gerasimo, who 
demonstrates how we can instead carve more direct and rewarding paths toward our own ideals of 
resilience and vitality.   

Pilar Gerasimo is the author of the forthcoming The Healthy Deviant (Jan. 2020; North Atlantic 
Books), co-host, The Living Experiment Podcast, and founding editor of the magazine, Experience Life. 

 

Jan. 12—The Seeds We Sow: This will be a spoken word performance on gun violence, racism, justice 
and the challenges of what we “reap.”  The rap poem, “Take the Knee,” is slated to be produced by TPT 
in the next year.                          

Jill Waterhouse is a Twin Cities visual artist, writer, performer, Critical Response™ facilitator and life 
coach. 
Her works have been described as “dancing on the frayed edges of the American social fabric.”                  
cont. 

 

Jan. 19—Christianity in the Lives and Letters of Rose Cleveland and Evangeline Simpson 
Whipple: The greatest accomplishment of these two Gilded Age women, one married to a U.S. 
president and the other, a bishop of Minnesota, may be their romantic relationship with each other, 
documented in the love letters Cleveland wrote to Whipple over two decades. Historian Lizzie 
Ehrenhalt’s book Precious and Adored: The Love Letters of Rose Cleveland and Evangeline 
Simpson Whipple, 1890–1918 (co-edited with Tilly Laskey) was published in April 2019. 

 

Jan. 26—Envision Community Collaborative: Street Voices of Change, Hennepin Healthcare and 
the U of M Design Center are proposing a model for an intentional community for 15–30 people in 
microhomes surrounding a common house where they live cooperatively. 

Speakers include those who have experienced homelessness, as well as a doctor-designer. 

 


